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First Church to reach out to locals 
with ‘non-traditional, fall revival
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H E L L 'S  F L A f t i E S K
By Heather Strous 
Executive editor
“Heaven’s Gates & 
Hell’s Flames” isn’t your 
average revival. It’s an intense 
drama geared toward the 
unchurched.
“It’s a non-traditional 
church experience. Our goal is 
to reach the unsaved. This is an 
evangelistic event vs. a spiritual 
renewal,” said Pastor Ron 
McCormick of Kankakee First 
Church of the Nazarene.
Sept. 12 at 6 p.m. and 
Sept. 13-14 at 7 p.m., a cast of
40 will bring heaven and hell to 
life. They’ll act out a series of 
sketches about people who live, 
make choices and die. When 
they die, they reach eternity and 
consequences- positive or nega­
tive.
The intensity of the 
event might lead some to accuse 
the church of attempting to 
“scare people into heaven.” 
“People can conclude we are 
using scare tactics, but we are 
showing them reality, so they 
can transition from the reality of 
hell,” McCormick said.
He has seen the effects 
of the drama first-hand as the 
former pastor of Little Rock 
First Church of the Nazarene in 
Arkansas. There, he witnessed 
a Satan worshiper who came to 
mock leave converted and a 
husband and wife saved who 
later led their son to Christ. He 
also saw entire families give 
their souls to God. One in 
particular, a mother, father and 
teenage girl, left a strong 
impression on McCormick. 
“They never turned back; 
they’re still serving God today,” 
he said.
As First Church antici­
pates their experience with
“Heaven’s Gates & Hell’s 
Flames,” the staff and con­
gregation are heavy into 
preparations and have been 
for some time. “One thing 
that makes this so different is 
the amount of prayer this is 
saturated with. People have 
been praying 24 hours a day 
for six weeks. People are 
fasting and using their vaca­
tion times to participate,” 
McCormick said.
Along with the spiri­
tual efforts, about 200 church 
members also have volun­
teered to serve during the 
event, which requires actors, 
evangelists, disciplers, jani­
tors, set constructors, nurs­
ery workers and more.
“There are ONU 
students involved. I don’t 
think it’s coincidental that this 
is right before the ONU fall 
revival. It will have a direct 
impact on that event. It’s a 
God thing,” McCormick said.
McCormick is opti­
mistic about the outcome of 
this “non-traditional” revival- 
and with good reason. About
(See REVIVAUpage 2)
Bond, Jim  
Bond, to 
lead ONU  
fall revival
By Christopher Scott 
News writer
This month’s fall revival 
with Dr. Jim Bond promises to 
be a time of renewal for the 
Olivet community, according 
to Chaplain Bill Bray.
The revival runs from 
Sept. 19-22. Services begin at 
College Church Sunday morn­
ing with chapel services on 
Mon., Tues. and Wed. morn­
ings in Chalfant Hall and at 
College Church at 7 p.m. each 
evening.
Bray wants students to 
realize that revival is much 
more than just extra church 
services. “In one sense, it is a 
series of services,” Bray said, 
“but a second definition of 
revival is the sovereignty of 
God resulting in a spiritual 
renewal.”
Bray has the highest 
praise for the speaker, Dr. Jim 
Bond. Dr. Bond is one of six 
General Superintendents of the 
Church of the Nazarene. He 
was previously the president of 
Point Loma Nazarene Univer-
Dr. Jim  Bond, ONU 
revival speaker
September 19-22
Chapel services,
9:35 am.
College Church services, 
______ • 7  p.m._________
sity in California and has 
extensive experience in relat­
ing to students. “He is an 
excellent speaker, and I think 
college students will love 
him,” Bray said.
Dr. Bond graduated 
from Pasadena College, where 
he excelled in basketball. A 
towering all-American, Bond 
was drafted by the Los 
Angeles Lakers, but declined 
the offer following a call to the 
ministry. He went on to 
Nazarene Theological Semi 
nary and has served as a 
pastor and missionary prior to 
his current post in Kansas 
City.
Hammes Bookstore offers more books, thanks to Follett
By Tim Thompson 
News writer
This summer, the 
Olivet bookstore underwent a 
complete facelift that covered 
everything from looks to name. 
The school still owns the 
bookstore, but it is being
managed by the Follett Heigher 
Education Corporation, which 
has approximately 600 member 
bookstores across the country.
According to book­
store manager Mark Taylor, the 
Follett group has great expertise 
in helping run college book­
stores and has been in business
for more than 100 years.
The switch also en­
hances the buying power of the 
ONU bookstore. This year, the 
store had more than four times 
as many books as in years past.
Now, what’s up with 
the new name? The ONU 
bookstore also changed its name
from “Olivet Bookstore” to 
“The Hammes Bookstore at 
Olivet Nazarene University.” 
The Hammes family have been 
instrumental in current and past 
capital campaigns and have 
local ties to the community.
According to Taylor, 
the remodeling is about 90
percent completed. There will 
be a “grand re-opening” of the 
Hammes Bookstore to present 
the new look in late September 
or early October.
Door prizes will be 
given out, and some speeches 
will be given.
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N ew  furniture graces dorm s
By Nicole Shearer 
News writer
New furniture on first 
and second floors of Hills, and 
first floors of Parrot and 
McClain was welcome sight to 
new and returning students. 
Until the changes were made, 
these three dorms still had the 
original furniture from 30 years 
ago.
Ron Hadley, Resident 
Director for Hills Hall, said, 
“The furniture in Hills was 
attached to the walls, [and 
students] could not move it. 
The dorms needed more 
functional and updated furni­
ture.”
Dean of Student De­
velopment Woody Webb said, 
“Much of the old furniture 
required a lot of repair to keep 
it usable.”
The new furniture did 
not cotne overnight. Student 
Development was key to the 
replacëment of the furniture. 
They submitted a five-year 
proposal, which was approved 
by the Administrative Team 
during the fall semester. The 
project needed a significant 
amount of funds. So it became 
a capital campaign and was 
presented to the Board for 
support rather than approval.
According to Dean 
Webb, “Three years ago, Dr. 
Bowling presented a plan to the 
Board for the Capital Cam­
paign. Included in the plan was 
new residence hall furniture as 
well as the renovation of the
Revival
(from page 1)
.1200 flyers and 4500 tickets 
have been taken from the 
church for distribution. Some 
of the more creative advertising 
includes flyers sent with pizzas 
from Papa John’s and 
Domino’s.
“We’re not worried 
about people coming. People 
will come, and if they come,
dining room, which was 
completed last summer. The 
purchase of new furniture was 
the result of generous gifts 
from supporters of Olivet who 
have given to the ONU Capital 
Campaign.”
Dean Webb then con­
tacted and worked with three 
manufacturers of college dorm 
furniture. After researching 
options and visiting to one of 
the manufacturing plants, it 
was decided to have a trial 
sample of the current furniture 
installed in three student rooms 
last spring semester.
Three rooms were 
randomly selected, one in 
Parrott Hall and two in Hills. 
The new furniture was placed 
in the selected rooms and tested 
for four months. The feedback 
was positive and came from 
Resident Directors, Resident 
Advisors and students. After 
receiving feedback, a recom­
mendation was made to pur­
chase the new furniture.
RT London out of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., supplied 
the new furniture. The type is 
called Modular Furniture. It is 
specifically designed so that the 
beds, desks and dressers are all 
the same height. This model 
also provides more space in the 
rooms. The furniture comes 
with pre-drilled holes in strate­
gic places and metal pins so that 
students may attach and build 
as they like. Students can 
arrange their rooms by moving 
and stacking the furniture to 
their personal preferences.
they’ll be making a decision,” 
he said.
Depending on the re­
sponse and availability, the 
evangelists who sponsor the 
event may extend it one or even 
two days. “Heaven’s Gates & 
Hell’s Flames” is under the 
direction of Reality Outreach 
Ministries, Inc.* an organiza­
tion with headquarters in 
Ontario, Canada and Niagara 
Falls, New York.
For tickets or more
According to the RT 
London company, the beds are 
healthier for posture. Instead of 
the former spring base, the new 
beds have boards underneath the 
mattresses. The boards provide 
durability, which also holds its 
form longer. This can cause a 
healthier form to the body and 
was a consideration for the issue 
of students’ physical health.
Junior Kate Ehrich 
from first floor McClain said, 
“The furniture is awesome 
stuff. It’s really saved a lot of 
space that we need for help in 
keeping us [her and her 
roommate] organized. The 
dressers are really heavy. It is 
very good quality, but it doesn’t 
move around easily.”
Hills, Parrott and 
McClain all needed updated 
furniture. So to share the 
privilege among the dorms, 
furniture was placed in all three.
Dean Webb said, “The 
expense would be too great if we 
replaced all of the furniture 
campus- wide during the same 
year. Currently, we have a five- 
year plan to completely furnish 
most of the residence halls with 
new furniture. Next summer we 
will complete three additional 
floors. The exact location has 
not be determined.”
Dean Webb added, 
“The Physical Plan staff worked 
very hard to have the rooms with 
the new furniture ready when 
students arrived. Jim Tripp and 
his staff did an excellent job 
getting the rooms painted and 
the furniture installed.”
information, call First Church at 
933-1000 or stop by the office at 
1000 N. Entrance Ave., 
Kankakee. Tickets are free and 
not necessary for admittance to 
the drama; however, seating 
priority will be given to those 
with tickets.
“The local people have 
seen the vision, the burden, and 
we’re going to see the burden 
become a reality,” McCormick 
said.
News 3
Mike Murphy: A man who lived only for God
By Heather Strous
Executive editor
In life, ONU student 
Michael Murphy gave much to 
those around him; in death, his 
generosity continued. “When 
people think about my brother, 
what I want them best to know 
is he may have been here for a 
short period of time, but he lived 
a fruitful life. He gave courage 
to people... through all the hard 
times he went through. He just 
kept going,” said twin sister 
Margaret Murphy, Olivet jun­
ior.
Michael was killed in a 
work-related accident this sum­
mer. He and Margaret worked 
for the city of Streator, 111. At 
about 9 a.m. July 12, they had 
just finished clearing a lot of 
weeds and were riding in the 
back of a truck to their break 
site. On the way, Michael’s hat 
blew off, and he reached to grab 
it, lost his balance and fell out of 
the vehicle. He lost conscious­
ness and stopped breathing; 
Margaret performed CPR. He 
was rushed to OSF Saint 
Francis Medical Center in 
Peoria, 111., where he died the 
next morning.
In May, Michael made 
the decision to donate his 
organs if something should 
happen to hiiju. Several, includ­
ing his heart, liver, lungs,
kidneys, eyes, bone marrow 
and veins in his legs, went to 
grateful recipients.
“We don’t know where 
his organs went, but the hospital 
asked us who we would like to 
give an organ to, and my sister 
happened to think of Walter 
Payton (retired Chicago Bears 
running back). This will always 
be in my mind... The hospital 
talked to him, and since his 
name was on the list, he was 
automatically going to get it. He 
asked the nurse if there was 
someone ahead of him, and 
there was. So, he turned down 
my brother’s liver...” Margaret 
said.
Looking back, 
she sees several other 
instances of her brother’s 
helpful spirit at work. “In high 
school, he started up a Bible 
study group... He helped my 
grandpa all the time. He loved 
the outdoors; he loved mowing 
and stuff like that. That’s why 
he loved his job (working for the 
city). He was the one helping 
me get through it...”
Perhaps the strongest 
impact he left was his Christian 
example. “He was a unique 
person. He did stuff his own 
way. People made fun of him in 
high school and sometimes 
here. He would just blow it off.
Dad Charles,mom Karen, Michael and Margaret were allsmilesatthetwins’ 
high school graduation. (PhotocourtesyofMargaret Murphy)
He would not even care what 
people said about him. He was 
mind-focused on God,” Marga­
ret said.
Michael had Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, 
which at times left him victim to 
others’ ignorance and insensi­
tivity. The main symptoms of 
ADHD are hyperactivity, short 
attention span and impulsivity, 
according to “The Elements of 
Psychopathology and Its Treat­
ment.” The disorder results in 
developmentally inappropriate 
behavior for the person’s age.
Behavior must continue for 6 
months to be diagnosed.
“He overcame that. He 
overcame the behavior prob­
lem... He just overcame so 
many things...,” she said.
Michael’s death has 
influenced his sister’s outlook 
on life as well. “Don’t be 
ashamed to live a Christian life. 
Just show God in every action 
you do, which will win people to 
Christ. My brother was like that 
every day.
“What really hit me 
was Bill Bray ’ s sermon on time,
kairos time. We need to live in 
God’s time. We need to seek 
God. Time is short sometimes. 
You don’t know when God is 
going to take you to heaven. 
I’m not saying that just because 
time is short you can go out and 
disobey God. You need to get to 
know God. This thing has really 
opened my eyes to the world 
around me and to Olivet- to see. 
people and try to he kind. I used 
to make fun of people to get a 
laugh, and now I don’t... I try 
to help them. Just be kind to the 
people around you.”
O N U  night-life extended
By Christopher Scott
News writer
The curfew and late 
pass rules have been changed 
for the 1999-2000 school year, 
giving more privileges to 
sophomores, juniors, and se­
niors than in the past.
Until now, all in-hours 
for students at ONU have been 
midnight Sun. through Thurs. 
and 1a.m. Fri. through Sat. 
Those desiring a one hour 
extension were required to 
complete late passes.
For the past two years, 
Dean of Student Development 
Woody Webb and Associated 
Students Council have worked
to change the curfew policy. 
ASC President Lee Yowell 
submitted a proposal to Webb 
outlining the alterations. After 
runnipg the proposal by the 
Resident Directors, it was 
approved by President Dr. John 
Bowling.
The new policy ex­
tends the in-hours of sopho­
mores, juniors, and seniors by 
one hour and does away with 
late passes for them. Sopho­
mores and upperclassmen can 
also sign out for any reason 
from between 1 a.m. and 4:30 
a.m.
Freshmen in-hours re­
main unchanged and no sign out
is available. They are, 
however, granted 15 late passes 
per semester. Overnight and 
weekend pass procedures re­
main the same for all students.
The changes will ex­
tend extra benefits to sopho­
mores, juniors, and seniors not 
granted to freshmen. It also 
gives first-year students a 
chance to develop healthy 
patterns around a structured 
system, allowing them to take 
full advantage of their new 
college careers. These changes 
also benefit staff at ONU by 
streamlining the late pass 
process.
Good Weekly Income
Processing mail for a national 
company! Free supplies, 
postage! No selling! Bonuses! 
Start immediately! 
Genuine opportunity! 
P lease rush a  long, self-addressed  
envelope to:
GMCO, P.O. Box 22-0740 
Hollywood, Florida 33022
opinions *T
Editor says to live life with no regrets
The summer is over • 
now. For some of us friends 
and family have departed, while 
others have abandoned summer 
jobs for the relief of school. 
Trips have been started and 
completed. Memories have 
been made. Boxes have been 
unloaded into new dorm rooms. 
The warm sunny mornings of 
summer have begun to mellow 
into the golden days of autumn. 
Yes, summer has definitely 
ended.
So what does this 
mean for you? Over the sum­
mer you may have stayed at 
home, worked, traveled, stud­
ied, or just sat encrusted on the
The
Second
Take
Stefanie R hodabarger 
Opinions editor
sofa in front of your parents’ 
TV. Whatever the case, you 
now find yourself in the hal­
lowed halls of Olivet. Now 
what? Everyone from freshmen 
to seniors have experienced 
some portion of life and have 
been changed during the sum-
m erof’99. What path do these 
changes lead you to, besides to 
your 7:30 morning class!.
Whether this is your 
first year, last year, or even fifth 
year at Olivet, you are faced 
with the future. Freshmen are 
deciding on majors, friends, 
future jobs and when the best 
time to start studying is. Se­
niors are forced now to decide 
whether or not they will get a 
job, go to graduate school, get 
married, or camp-out on their 
parents’ living room floor for 
the next ten years. No matter 
who you are, decisions can be 
overwhelming when life is 
moving at a collegiate-pace. As
No map? God says, ‘No problem’
I admire people who 
have a sense of direction. I have 
friends who can hop into a car 
with a general idea of where 
they’re going and get there. It’s 
amazing; it’s like they have 
built-in radar. You tell them, 
“Oh, it’s by that one place 
where we got that stuff. 
Member?” Somehow from that 
description they glean, “You 
mean ‘The Coffee Table,’ 
which is by that cute little art 
gallery on Fifth St., right? You 
just go down Main and turn left 
by the Shell station.”
I do not possess this 
keen ability. This is my third 
year at Olivet, and when I drive 
to my home in Ohio, I still carry 
directions with me- written out 
and maps. I lay them on the 
passenger’s seat and look at 
them periodically just to make 
sure I know where I am. Hello! 
I’ve made the trip how many 
times!?
I could provide count­
less examples of my poor sense 
of direction, but- um, where 
was I going with this? Oh yes, 
my directionlessness has gotten 
me into trouble more than once, 
but the truth is I’ve had the time
H eather S trous 
Executive editor
of my life taking “the scenic 
route.” Yes, when I first realize 
I’m lost, I usually hit the panic 
button, but when I calm down, 
I appreciate what’s around me.
Incidently, my lack of 
direction doesn’t apply when it 
comes to plans for my future. I 
had my life mapped out when I 
was a senior in high school. I 
planned to go to the E.W. 
Scripps School of Journalism at 
Ohio University. After earning 
my bachelor’s, I planned to 
marry Mr. Right and work at a 
big newspaper. I was going to 
work my way up the corporate 
ladder and eventually become 
managing editor of The New 
York Times. Yes, sir, I had it all 
figured out. The maps were 
beside me, and I was on a roll.
time passes, classes continue, 
and practice gets more intense, 
you realize that now you live 
with one foot in your past and 
one foot in your future.
Olivet can be your op­
portunity to live in your future, 
always thinking about tomor­
row and never living in today. 
Olivet can also be your oppor­
tunity to live alone in your past. 
However, Olivet can be your 
.opportunity to live now. Dare 
to take that one step forward 
and be bolder than ever before. 
This challenge is not about be­
ing popular, extroverted, fitting 
the mold, or being someone you 
are not. This challenge is about
being who you are, fully.
The farther along we 
get in life the busier and more 
confusing life gets. The ques­
tions do not get easier, and the 
answers do not come more 
readily. The instability of the 
future can make it a dark, in­
timidating place. One of the 
key factors for survival is know­
ing that you do not live in the 
future or the past, you live in 
the present. It is easily forgot­
ten that the path-to the future is 
through the present. Live a life 
with no regrets - only the life 
lived in total surrender is the life 
lived with no regrets.
And then it happened- 
God took the maps away. ‘Take 
the scenic route,” He said.
“But, God, I have all 
this direction. I know what I 
want.”
“But you don’t know 
what I. want,” He told me.
My dream crumbled 
before my eyes. How in the 
world was I supposed to get 
anywhere without a game plan?
Little by little, He’s 
giving me markers on the road. 
He’s showing me where “the 
Shell stations” are. He’s 
making me stop along the road, 
kick off my shoes and lay in the 
grass. Sometimes, I still ask 
Him for the map; He always 
says “no,” and slowly, but 
surely, I’m beginning to under­
stand why.
“If God gave us a road 
maps to our lives, it would scare 
us to death,” a very wise 
professor once told me.
Nowadays, I don’t 
worry so much about where I’m 
going. I’ve handed God the 
keys, and I can’t wait to see 
what’s around the next turn.
Features
Oh, Tootsie Roll!
A lm ost everyone 
in the United States has to 
have tried the nation’s fa­
vorite candy. We children 
o f the ’80s remem ber the 
Tootsie R oll com m ercials 
on  TV. W e w ere per­
plexed w ith the question  
o f how many licks it takes 
to get to the center o f  the 
Tootsie R oll Pop.
We even rem em ­
b er th e T o o tsie  th em e  
song: “W hatever it is  I 
th in k  I se e  b eco m es a 
Tootsie R oll to m e.”
This page is dedi­
cated to the children o f the 
‘80s and our favorite can­
dies, the Tootsie R oll and 
the T ootsie R oll Pop.
The Tootsie Question: 
How many licks does it 
take to get to the center 
o f a Tootsie Roll Pop?
A  U niversity o f  M ichigan  
chem ical engineering doc­
torate student recorded that 
his lick ing m achine re­
quired an average o f 411 
licks per T ootsie Pop.
Tootsie Roll Timeline
1896
1917 1931
1993
1994 
1996
Austrian immigrant Leo Hirshfield brings to the U.S. his recipe for a 
chocolatey, chewy candy, which he begins producing in a small store in 
New York City. He names the candy after his five-year-old daughter, 
whose nickname is “Tootsie.” Tootsie Rolls are now produced in a four- 
story candy factory in New York City.
The name of the company is changed Sweets Company of America.
The Tootsie Pop, consisting of hard candy on the outside and chocolatey, 
chewy Tootsie Roll on the inside, is invented.
As the country emerged from the Depression, sales continued to grow. 
The installation of conveyor belt systems marks the appearance of mass 
production techniques.
The candy is included in World War II rations and becomes highly valued 
by the armed forces for its ability to withstand severe weather conditions 
and give troops “quick energy.”
The company’s name is changed to Tootsie Roll Industries, Inc. Tootsie 
Roll opens a midwest facility in Ford City Industrial Park on Chicago’s 
southwest side.
In June, the company acquires the Mason Division of Candy Corporation 
of America. The acquisition adds two famous candy names —Mason Dots 
and Crows — to the Tootsie Roll family.
Tootsie Roll acquires the Charms Company. Combined production of the 
Tootsie Pop, Blow Pops, and Charms line of lollipops makes Tootsie Roll 
Industries, Inc. the world’s largest lollipop producer.
The company acquires the caramel, and chocolate brands of Warner- 
Lambert Company, which includes Junior Mints, Sugar Daddy, Sugar 
Babies and Charleston Chew.
Company production reaches more than 37 million Tootsie Rolls and 16 
million pops each day.
Tootsie Roll celebrates its 100th anniversary.
Compliments o f the official tootsie roll website. 
Check out http://www.tootsie.com  for more cool 
Tootsie roll facts.
W h a t’s y o u r T o o ts ie  
Roll Pop personality?  
E a tin g  a P op c o u ld  
g ive  c lu es  ab o u t th e  
real you.
* If you tend to b ite into a 
Tootsie R oll Pop instead o f  
lick ing it, you m ay be an 
im patient person.
* T hose w ho lick  the Pop 
w h ile  d ream in g  o f  th e  
T o o tsie  R o ll in sid e  are 
probably patient. They are 
w illin g  to w ait for the best 
things in life .
* I f you forget there’s a 
Tootsie R oll inside the Pop, 
then you m ay be a day- 
dreamer. These eccentric 
types are fun to be around.
* If you m istake a B low  
Pop for a Tootsie Pop, you  
m ay be unpleasantly sur­
prised when you get to the 
gum . Check the wrapper 
next time!
* T hose w ho do not eat 
Tootsie Pops prefer not to 
be categorized. They also  
may be uncomfortable with 
the inner child.
* I f  you  try. to  suck the 
T ootsie  R o ll ou t o f  the 
cracks in the Pop, then you  
have highly illog ica l ten­
dencies.
n tm a iiltffinla ■ ■
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Movin’ on up
C o llege C h u rch  carries 
crates, cares fo r college kids
By Kate Ehrich 
Features writer
For college students, the 
middle of August signals the end of 
summer. It means school supplies, new 
clothes, books, and the most dreaded 
(and unanticipated) moving-in day. 
Moving-in day might not be as bad for 
those living on the first floors of their 
prospective dorms; for those on the 
upper floors, however, moving day has 
an entirely different meaning. The 
upper-floor dwellers know that moving 
in means sweat, tears, carrying and 
unpacking.,
Anna Bradshaw, the University 
Minister at College Church knows all 
too well the plights of moving into 
Olivet’s dorms: the arrangement of 
carpet and furniture, the lugging of 
luggage (overstaffed beyond capacity to 
save any amount of space), the heat of 
the August sun. Moving in is not 
something students and their parents 
look forward to.
Anna saw a need for willing 
movers and responded the way true 
leaders do when they face a challenge.
She found a solution. “I’m getting a 
master’s of Divinity,” said Bradshaw, 
“and part of the requirements for that 
involves doing something practical.” 
This is as practical as it gets. Since 
college church is primarily here to serve 
the needs of the »university and 
surrounding community, Anna saw an 
opportunity to help students in a way not 
many think of. College Church 
members could help Olivetians move 
into their dorm rooms. “It’s a way to 
communicate to University Students 
that the church cares,” says Anna.
On Saturday, August 21st, 
Anna along with twenty-plus volunteers 
came and worked all day from 9am to 
the late afternoon to help female 
students move in. Among the church 
groups represented by the volunteers 
were the women’s singles group, the 
junior high- and high schoolers from the 
church, and several able-bodied men to 
help with the furniture and heavy stuff.
Olivet sends a big “Thank 
you!” to College Church for their help 
with moving our staff.
e b o w  d o w n
Ephesians 3:14-21
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During opening day at O livet, students were busy hauling their 
belongings and meeting new and old friends. John Dalton, 
Brandon Johnson, Simon Reynolds and Leah Reynolds help each 
other get settled into their new room s. (GlimmerGlass photo by 
Jen Schultz)
Reach out to a generation 
with new ministry class
By Margaret Murphy 
Features writer
Reaching a generation for 
Christ. Not only is this the title of a 
textbook, but it is also the focus of 
Foundations of Youth Ministry, the 
newest class at Olivet. It is the brain child 
of Professor David Wine, who just 
returned from a sabbatical.
Foundations of Youth Ministry 
is not the only addition to the religion 
department. Tliis year, Olivet is proud to 
introduce its largest group majoring in 
youth ministry.
The youth ministry major is 
designed specifically to handle topics 
and issues concerning the young 
generations. Wine said, “I want them to 
make a connection for what they believe 
in and what they do.”
There are about 50 students in 
Foundations of Youth Ministry this 
semester, 30 of which are youth ministry 
majors.
Wine’s Foundations class is in 
for a treat this semester. Wine is taking 
the group to a convention in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, from November 18-22. There, 
students will be able to listen to speakers 
such as Tony Campolo, Scotty Smith 
and Wellington Boone. A variety of 
popular Christian bands will also be
there, such as Jars of Clay, Insyderz and 
Jennifer Knapp.
The class will also have a 
teleconference with a special speaker 
from Colorado.
Although the major and the 
class are new, Wine is no stranger to 
Olivet. An alumnus, he graduated in 
1972 and went on to earn his Masters 
degree at Ohio State University in 1977. 
After spending 15 years as a youth 
pastor, Wine returned to his alma mater. 
He has been a member of Olivet’s faculty 
for 5 years.
Wine is currently working on 
his Ph.D. at Trinity Evangelical Divinity 
School in Deerfield, 111. During his 
sabbatical last spring, he participated in 
a residency. A major accomplishment 
for Wine during this time was having an 
article published in the “Baker Dictio­
nary of Christian Education.”
With his roles as teacher, 
student and family man, Wine has a busy 
schedule. This doesn’t stop him from 
making best of the time he has. He has 
an entire life aside from his work. “I do 
a lot of exercising,” Wine said, “Most 
nights, you’ll see me walking the Perry 
Farm trails with my wife.”
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ONU cadet completes 
ROTC advanced camp
Cadet Jam ilee A. Cook, a senior nursing major, plans to spend her 
Arm y days as an Arm y nurse. Scholarships are available through 
ROTC. Anyone interested in finding out what the Army has to  
offer.should contact M ajor Nancy Zam orski at 5496. (GlimmerGlass 
photo by Scott Hughes)
Fort Lewis, WA - One cadet from 
Olivet Nazarene University recently 
graduated from the 1999 Army Reserve 
Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) 
Advanced Camp here. This event is the 
single most important training event in 
preparation for future commissioning as 
an Army officer.
Cadet Jamilee A. Cook com­
pleted the 31 -day camp that incorporated 
a wide range of subjects designed to 
develop and evaluate the cadets’ 
leadership ability. *
Army ROTC is the largest 
officer-producing organization within 
the American military, with approxiR 
mately 75 percent of all officers in the 
U.S. Army receiving their commission 
through the program.
The Advanced Camp training 
matrix is a series of exercises and 
evaluation procedures that challenges 
each cadet individually and each platoon 
and regiment as a group. This dynamic
training includes individual, water 
safety, basic rifle marksmanship, 
machine gun, land navigation, fire 
support, hand grenade, tactical and 
physical training.
Advanced Camp placed each 
cadet in a variety of leadership positions, 
many of which simulated stressful 
combat situations. The camp is based on 
23 leadership dimensions developed by 
the U.S. Army Cadet Command and is 
designed to develop leadership, team­
work, and military skills and knowledge.
The training program is sequen­
tial and progressive. It starts with 
individual training and leads to 
evaluated squad and platoon training 
exercises. Each cadet has proven their 
leadership ability by excelling at the 
1999 Army ROTC Advanced Camp. 
They are now prepared for their senior 
year at Olivet Nazarene University and 
subsequent commission as an Army 
officer upon graduation.
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Your Uncle Sam. Ev­
ery year A m y ROTC 
awards scholarships 
to hundreds of tal-< 
ented students. If you 
qualify, these merit- 
based scholarships 
.can help you pay 
tu ition  and ed u ca­
tional fees, Theyeven 
pay aflat rate for text­
books and supplies. 
You can also receive 
an allowance of up to 
$1500 each school 
year the scholarship 
is in effect. Find out 
today if you qualify.
ARM Y ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CM IME
For details, visit Aâ &bîîç Affairs or call 
928-5496
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Religion classes growing
By Tim Thompson 
F eatu res  w riter
At the beginning of 
another school year at Olivet, 
some divisions and departments 
are experiencing growing pains. 
Although many classes fluctu- 
ate in size from year to year, 
Olivet’s Religion Division has 
experienced an unusually high 
enrollment in some of their key 
classes.
According to statistics 
provided by Dr. Robert Branson, 
head of the Division of 
Religion, the high enrollment is 
most noticeable in three classes. 
Fundamentals for Christian 
Ministry, taught by Dr. Dalton, 
has an enrollment of 73 this 
semester, up from 65 last year 
and 35 four years ago; Greek I, 
a one-year course taught by Dr. 
Thompson, has an enrollment 
of 47, up from 29 last year, and 
Systematic Theology has an 
enrollment of 57 this semester, 
up from 39 last semester, not 
including the 9 students who 
took the class this summer.
Certain religion major 
programs are also growing. 
Professor Wine said the com­
bined number of Christian 
Education and Youth Ministry 
majors is at 70 this year, as 
opposed to just 9 in 1991.
What do professors 
and students think about all 
this? Dr. Branson is glad for the 
“healthy enrollment” but said 
that “larger classes put more 
strain and pressure on the 
teachers in that there are more 
grading and less personal
attention that they can give to 
their students.”
Jon Gildner, a junior, 
thinks that it is “great that there 
is such a large interest in taking 
these classes,” bht also said the 
large numbers make the class 
less personal.
Dr. Keen said the 
reason the class sizes are 
increasing is because of the 
increase in religion and philoso­
phy majors. However, Dr. 
Keen also seems to agree with 
the students about the personal 
attention aspect.
Some seem to think 
that this may be part of a 
generational trend. Dr. Th­
ompson said this trend is mostly 
positive, claiming that there is 
“no way that students who are 
learning to think about their 
faith...can take such classes 
seriously and not respond in 
ways that show God’s grace.”
Jon Fowler said it 
should be “quality, not quan­
tity” that makes the difference 
and also said “a handful of 
people who are radically 
devoted to Jesus Christ are more 
powerful than a basket full of 
people who are only halfway 
devoted to Christ.” Gildner has 
his own solution; he said the 
division should hire some more 
professors.
Dr. Branson added 
that, if the classes keep 
growing, then more professors 
will be needed. He said it is the 
hope of the division to affect the 
lives of the students in a positive 
way. So far, they seem to be 
doing a good job.
A Deep Thought by Jack 
Handy:
“To me, boxing is like bal­
le t, except th e re ’s no 
music, no choreography, 
and the dancers hit each 
other.”
Dessert, anyone?
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The senior class served up victory at OHie’s Follies on August 31. 
Among the class com petitions were the ice cream sundae compe­
tition (pictured above), greased-pig catching, skits and volleyball. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by Sarah Varughese)
Moving in, memory loss
Students forget important items when moving in
By Deborah Bentley 
Features Writer
Olivetians seem to 
have a type of mental defect. Of 
course, this defect is also shared 
by people around the world. 
We cannot remember to bring 
everything to college with us. 
Parents must spend a fortune in 
shipping charges by the time we 
graduate, lovingly sending us 
all of the things we left at home. 
This year’s list of overlooked 
items is entertaining.
Students forget every­
thing from toothpaste to towels 
to much more important things.
Not every item we 
forget is an absolute necessity. 
Sophomore Walter Mayorga 
didn’t remember to bring his 
old books to resell.
Although some items 
are not necessities, they may 
have sentimental value. “I 
forgot the personalized license
plates for my car. They are on 
their way in the mail,” said 
sophomore Mike Johnson.
Alison Shaver, a jun­
ior, didn’t bring her pillow. 
Fortunately, she had someone 
to help her out. “My fiancé was 
wonderful. He took me to Wal- 
Mart and let me pick out a new 
pillow. He even let me borrow 
a pillowcase,” she said.
Even seniors who have 
lots of experience in packing for 
college are not exempt from 
moments of forgetfulness.
Senior Joelle
Heilemann admitted, “I forgot 
the last page of my SDS [class 
schedule], and I ended up using 
my roommate’s because she and 
I have the same classes.”
Senior Brian Fletcher 
commented, “I am from the 
South and I brought a lot of
shorts- no warm clothes.”
Some of us forget 
essential things.
Freshman Matt Lewis 
learned this firsthand. He said, 
“I forgot all of my underwear 
and had to go buy more. I was 
in a hurry to pack and when I 
opened all my boxes, I realized 
I didn’t have any. My mom 
mailed me the ones I forgot.” 
Sophomore Kelly 
Meller forgot to bring her 
Bible. “It’s being sent Federal 
Express,” she said.
Whether it is a Bible, a 
pillow, or underwear, most 
college students forget an item 
or two when heading back to 
college. No one needs to feel 
ashamed to have forgotten 
something. If it’s underwear 
you’ve forgotten, however, 
please go to the store.
mm m s
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Highschool track
By Scott Hughes
Spiritual Life writer
For months I had heard the question, “Are 
you ready ?” I had heard it on promotional videos, seen 
it on letters from NYI Headquarters, and been asked 
by several adults at my church hoping to connect with 
the teenage mind. The opening service on Tuesday 
night started an intense roller coaster ride that never 
seemed to let up. There wasn’t any way to be prepared 
for what lay ahead-It was Nazarene Youth Congress 
1999.
When I first signed up to go I had heard that it 
would be a life changing experience. At the time I didn’t 
understand what that truly meant. I had gone on mission 
trips before. I had seen people in need and helped them 
to the best of my ability. I had been to great worship 
services, and I had heard several excellent speakers. 
All of this was at NYC, but except it was a lot more 
intense.The worship services at NYC were nothing 
short of awesome. Seeing nearly ten thousand teens 
openly worship God was simply amazing. It’s a unique 
sensation, which I hadn’t felt before, or since. Wouldn’t 
it be awesome to see two thousand teens openly 
worshiping God twice a week in chapel? After all, God 
calls us to worship Him with our whole self. Paul writes 
in Romans 12:1, “Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in 
view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as living 
sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God-this is your spiritual 
act of worship.”
There were also several excellent
A summer with God
By Seth Homing 
Spiritual Life write
How’d ya do? My n anagers told me I’d hear 
that more often than I e\ er wa ited to. At first I thought
they were exaggeration: 
guess that’s part of the 
door to door mid-way
ng bi t now I know the truth. I 
espo isibility of selling books 
|  throt gh your college career.
T h a f e r i g f a t A ^  H orn ing , .sn k l  P-diLr_a f n al
bo >ks door to door to support myself and help pa J  my 
wa y through college. I admit it freely and
> attfflfpp^HfCTffi^pttual 
aspect of my job. I ne\fer qufe learned how to lean on 
God ’ S power until I knotted <jn doors all day and heard 
several creative ways t<| say |no”. I hadn’t learned to 
rely on God’s providenJe unt 11 had more than $700 in 
checks written out to mt but I still wondered if I would 
be able to put gas in the c ar, I tl ink the thing about it was 
being isolated for so Ion > evei y day with only God. It’s 
a rather unique experie; ice.
That’s not alwJ Is  en iugh for people so I have 
to resort to the people I’ it  me:. I remember one family 
who was waiting for m | at tl e door when I delivered 
their books. The whiffle faijiily gathered around to 
watch me show them How t< use the books. It turns 
out that an hour after i5Ji§S! left, I realized that I’d 
charged the family wr< ng. [ went back to right the 
wrong and found the fai oily i: itently reading the books 
and the kids rushed me with big smiles excited about 
how much these books were going to help them with 
their homework. mmae
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College Track
By Candice Cullor
Spiritual Life writer
Accepting the Adventure
An Overview of the College Track at NYC ’99
This summer, I attended the Nazarene Youth 
Congress ’99 in Toronto, Canada. This 5-day event 
flipped my spiritual life upside down. I went from 
being a lukewarm “Christian” to a true believer and, in 
the process, learned to trust God in ways I hadn’t 
thought possible. Below is an overview of the college 
track at NYC ’99 and how through these events, God 
pulled me closer to Him.
Morning Service
Every morning, 9,000 teenagers and young 
adults headed to the Air Canada Center for the morn­
ing service. An optional service was held at the same 
time for college-age students. This service contained 
about 200 students daily, and featured a different 
speaker every morning. The speaker that I remember 
most vividly was a man by the name of Gustavo. 
Gustavo had been a college professor in his homeland 
and was very well educated compared to the general 
status of his country. He spoke of how God had called 
him to become a missionary in America, and the fears 
and doubts that he faced in deciding whether or not to 
follow God’s will for his life. After much prayer, he 
came to America and placed his entire life in God’s 
care. He urged us to put our complete faith in God 
and assured us that if it truly is God’s will, He will 
work out all the details. This service was the first step 
in realizing God’s will in my own life. I wasn’t sure 
that I could have as much faith as Gustavo had, but I 
was willing to listen a little closer to what God had 
planned for my life. ( S e e  N Y C /p a g e  9 )
Thousands of teenagers gathered at NYC1999in 
order to help relight the fire in the world.
(Photo courtesyofNYC web site)
speakers. Ed Robinson spoke each morning giving us 
his Sermon on the Mount. Rick Rigsby told us not to 
miss our moment. Other speakers included Chap Clark,
Gustavo Crocker, Lori Saliemo, Jerry Porter, and Fred 
Fullerton. Each speaker had an excellent message that 
touched people in different and unique ways. In the 
Sunday morning ceremony, Jerry Porter asked all those 
who were called to ministry to come forward. The 
response was huge. He reminded us that everyone is 
to spread the gospel, just as Matthew 28:18-20 states,
“Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in 
heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore 
go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 
Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have 
commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to 
the very end of the age.”
NYC was an awesome experience. NYC was 
a place to make friends from all over the world, a place 
to have awesome worship, and to grow spiritually. The 
best thing is it doesn’t have to stop at NYC, it can 
continue in our everyday lives. That is my prayer for 
myself and everyone else on campus.
Help the Annual 1999 Cr®p walk
By Phillip McHale
Spiritual Life writer
Annually, Church World Service, CWS, hosts approximately 2000 Crop Walks around the country. 
The Crop Walk involves local communities in an effort to raise funds to fight hunger throughout the world. 
75% of the funds go to help other countries or geographic areas, 25% stays within the community for local 
food relief. The basic idea behind the Crop Walk is symbolic. Their slogan states it succinctly; “We walk 
because they walk.” Locally, the Crop Walk has three routes of a different lengths. Each begin at Ward Field 
on the eastern edge of Olivet’s campus. 10k, 5k, and 2.5k routes are offered.
Nationally, each year Crop Walks donates over $3,000,000 to local food services. Last year, more than 
350 Faculty, staff and students from Olivet participated, and raised more than $16,350 in sponsorships. It is 
surprising how much this provide. For instance, $10 can buy 50 baby chicks for a family in Bosnia; or oral 
rehydration therapy treatment to 330 children.
Last year was my first time participating in the Crop Walk.' I walked the 10k course with four other 
ONU students. When I arrived at Ward Field, I remember thinking to myself “Wow! I never imagined there’d 
be so many people here.” I saw people of all ages. After a few words from various speakers, we all filed out 
of the stadium to begin our walk. We paraded down University Avenue heading toward Main Street. As we 
walked along, we gathered into smaller groups; some were old friends, some were strangers. Whoever we 
walked with, we formed new friendship or strengthened old ones. Before we knew it we were halfway 
finished. We rested a little at the Salvation Army Building downtown and had some refreshments. We soon left 
and began the trek back to Ward Field.
1 Corinthians 12:26 states “If one part suffers, every part suffers with it.” It is our duty to help our 
fellow humans in their time of need. Matthew 25:40 “Whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers of 
mine, you did for me.” Consider participating or sponsering a particpant. Your support does matter, you can 
make a difference, and the Crop Walk is a fun way to do it.
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When the Going gets tough-God gets closer
Student finds God and herself on the doorsteps of others
• .i. i__ •__•__t.Ain Vtipw what wnc on tVip other whole scheme 1 ____ ____
ByTrisha Muttschall 
Spiritual Life writer
It all started with a phone call... 
a stranger asking if I had plans 
for the summer. What could I 
say? I had only a week earlier 
written home saying I would be 
spending the summer there... 
unless God dropped something 
in my lap. I never actually ex­
pected Him to, but I have come 
to learn that God does a lot more 
than we ever expect. I told the 
stranger, (his name was Brent,)
. no, I had no concrete plans 
for a summer job yet and that 
was the beginning of a summer 
that changed my life; a summer 
spent with The Southwestern 
Company selling books door to 
door. The next few weeks were 
a blur., work, finals, meetings 
with Brent and other students 
he was recruiting. I liked the 
confidence Brent had. I liked 
what he said about being able 
to fail at something over 90% 
of the time and still being a sue-, 
cess. I liked the idea of prepar­
ing for the future: building skills 
that would make me a better 
wife, mother and college stu­
dent. But I LOVED the idea of 
getting away from home for the 
summer. I'll admit that God 
didn't really enter my mind a lot
in the beginning. You know 
how you have those moments 
when you just figure this is what 
God wants you to do, since He 
did "drop it in your lap?" That's 
how I felt about this. Well, I 
ended up in Georgia for the sum­
mer, selling books to help kids 
with their homework. Now, 
before you start thinking 
“that's so cool,” let me tell you 
what I saw. I was in neighbor­
hoods all day. With families. 
With kids who needed help with 
school; with moms who 
needed an encouraging word, 
needed to know they were do­
ing a good job; with dads who 
wanted the best for their kids. 
That was on a good day. On a 
bad day, I was still in neighbor­
hoods all day, but this time with 
kids who didn't care about 
school, with moms who didn't 
care about kids, and with dads 
who yelled at them (and me). 
Now, something happens to you 
when you see families all day 
but never see your own. First, 
you start to really appreciate 
your family, and then you get 
terribly homesick. And I did. It 
was hot in Georgia; it was 
scary, and it was a little crazy, 
walking up to doors 
when I had no clue what was 
on the other side. But can I tell 
you something? God knew. He
knew what was on the other 
side of that door. And it took 
me almost the whole Summer 
to realize that. There were so 
many times I would just go 
through the motions, knock, 
talk, show mom the books. Kind 
of like in my Christian walk... 
pray, read a verse or two, go to 
church. I wasn't getting it. In 
order to have an effect on these 
people's lives, I needed to BE 
ALIVE. Likewise, if God is go­
ing to use me, I need to be ON 
FIRE for him. The fire was 
something I had been lacking.
I saw many hurting families this 
summer, many families who 
needed the love of God shown 
to them. I breathed a silent 
prayer for them as I left, and I 
hope they saw Him in me. I also 
met many families who shared 
p piece of their lives with me 
this summer. People who, I be­
lieve, were blessings from God. 
God did a spectacular thing in 
my life in ju st three short 
months. He showed me what it 
meant to truly be dedicated to 
something with my whole be­
ing. He showed me how awe­
some He is when I am weak. 
But most importantly, He 
showed me myself, how much 
I need Him. He showed me how 
incredibly huge He is and how 
unimportant I really am in the
whole scheme 
of things. And 
when you real­
ize that, it hits 
you hard, and 
grips you tight 
and all you can 
do is fall on your 
face before an 
awesome God 
and praise Him 
for who He is 
and what He has 
done for you.
People asked 
me why I 
wanted to sell 
books for the 
summer. I 
told them I 
wanted to do it 
because I 
wanted to prove
I could. I _______________________
wanted to prove jn s j^ to o k a i^  of faith this summer 
enough.tOU§ I and ended up grewing closer wilh God 
wanted an ad- (SubmittedPhoto)
venture. I 
wanted to see if I could make 
it on my own. Well, I got my 
adventure... but 
I found out I'm NOT tough 
enough, and I CAN'T make it 
on my own. And it's the great­
est feeling in the world to feel 
His arms pick you up and set 
you back on your feet and to
hear a voice whisper "keep 
going... I'm here with you."
"I want to know Christ..." 
Philippians3:10 
"For I know the plans I have 
for you," declares the Lord, 
"plans to prosper you and not 
to harm you, plans to give you 
hope and a future."
Jeremiah 29:11
N ew  coach brings ‘sporty spirituality’ to O N U
By Danielle Pospisil
Sports writer
Dr. Elliot Johnson 
enters the sports arena at Olivet 
with vision, intelligence, and a 
deep commitment to the cross. 
Dr. Johnson is the new head 
baseball coach, with more in 
mind than just the playing field. 
He comes here with experience, 
testimony and ideas built on the 
strong winning foundation of 
Christ.
Dr. Johnson has a vision 
for the baseball team this 
season. He sees them achieving 
their potential, mentally, spiri­
tually, and emotionally. He 
wants them to play hard and to 
“individually grow over time.” 
Another goal -is to train 
Christian athletes to communi­
cate the gospel through the 
Fellowship of Christian Ath­
letes (FCA), Athletes in
“Olivet is a first 
class school with 
first class people 
from Larry Watson 
to President Bowl-¡M#fl 99ing.
Dr. Elliot Johnson 
Baseball coach
Action, or their local church.
Coach Johnson be­
lieves in the National FCA and 
their objective of sharing Christ 
through athletics. He is 
working on having a “FCA Day 
of Champions” in October, 
where jr. high and high school 
athletes and coaches will come 
together with Olivet’s FCA. for 
a rally. He would like to have it
on a Saturday where the 
participants could attend the 
afternoon football game, then 
continue the day listening to 
speakers, enjoying music and 
playing games. The focus of the 
day will be “Inspiration and 
Perspiration.” All of this is tied 
in with the new Sports Ministry 
Major that Dr. Johnson will be 
developing this semester with 
others in the Athletic Depart­
ment.
Dr. Johnson brings an 
extended educational back­
ground to ONU. After 
receiving his master’s, he began 
coaching at high schools and 
small colleges. In 1979, he 
became the head baseball coach 
at Trevecca Nazarene Univer­
sity. He stayed at Trevecca until 
1990, then moved on to Middle 
Tennesee State where he 
worked on his doctorate and 
continued to coach baseball. He
By Laura Paul
Sports writer
Hoping to start the season off 
with a bang, this year’s Tiger 
volleyball team faced disap­
pointment as they chalked up 
their first loss, but Coach 
Brenda Williams says it isn’t 
keeping the girls spirit down.
On Aug 31, the women’s 
volleyball team played a match 
against St. Joseph, which 
regretfully brought them their 
first loss.
The next days’ practice 
however, the team played very 
strong. Williams believes this 
loss is nothing to be concerned 
about.
“The first lost is due to the 
new faces and freshman jitters,” 
said Williams.
With one of the most 
talented teams Williams has 
seen, she predicts that there will 
be “early lumps but that the 
team will be strong in the end.”
Devotions and spending 
more time together as a team are 
top priorities for this year’s 
team.
The team possesses a 
variety of talent levels, each 
respecting one another’s ability 
and working very well as a 
team.
Putting the Lord first in 
coaching, the team, and the staff 
is the number one goal for the 
season. Second is to play the 
best to their ability and to get to 
the top of their conference.
“We want to put athletes on 
their platform,” said Williams.
For the past two years 
Olivet has hosted the volleyball 
regional tournament, which
continued on to Le Toumeau 
University in Texas where he 
taught and coached.
Dr. Johnson said Olivet 
is “a first-class school with 
first-class people from Larry 
Watson to President Bowling.”
While Dr. Johnson 
hasn’t worked just for schools, 
his main focus has always been 
working for the Lord. His 
testimony is crucial in his life. 
He accepted Christ at age 7 
during a Youth For Christ event 
and says it was the best thing 
that he ever did. He says he 
hasn’t always done everything 
right, but he trusts in the Lord. 
He believes it’s normal to 
communicate with God, and 
isn’t timid about using the 
venue of athletics to share the 
truth of God’s word.
In 1980, Dr. Johnson 
founded the Winning Run 
Foundation, a charitable orga­
nization that spreads the gospel 
through written materials. He 
has written 15 books through 
the organization, with another 
one due soon. He has 
devotional books, collections 
about the 120 heroes of faith, 
the hurdles we face, and many 
more with biblical ideas; all 
with the goal of giving an 
athlete “strength for the 
season.” He has also written 
various tracts that tell the plan 
of salvation through the plays 
of sports, including golf, 
baseball and football.
God has gifted Dr. 
Coach Elliot Johnson with 
many abilities and a wonderful 
ministry on and off of the field. 
He gives all the glory to God. 
Olivet welcomes him and will 
benefit from having him on our 
team. He is a first-class 
follower of Christ who will 
show many the way home.
God is top p rio rity  w ith Lady 
Tigers volleyball team this season
guaranteed them a spot to play 
at regional’s.
This year the team is 
determined to make their way 
on their own, led by talented 
senior captains, KellyRedman 
and Jodi Connell.
The big competitor for this 
year is St. Ambrose from Iowa, 
who is currently ranked number 
one. On September 3-4, the 
team will participate at the St. 
Ambrose tournament, in hopes 
of picking up a few more wins, 
as well as improving their 
game.
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An ONU volleyball player spikes against the oppo­
nent. (GlimmerGlass photo by Scott Hughes)
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Tiger tennis successful at St. Louis to start season
Andy Gibbs (left) and Paul Dixon warm up before 
practice. (GlimmmerGlass photo by Scott Hughes)
By Randy Styles
Sports writer
The Tiger men and women’s 
tennis teams are off to a 
fantastic start to begin the 1999- 
2000 tennis season. Both the 
men and women traveled to St. 
Louis on August 27-28 to 
compete against Belleville Area 
College and McKendree.
The women’s team led by
junior co-captain and #1 singles 
player Angie Lorenz won her 
match in straight sets. Other 
players that contributed to the 
8-1 victory over Belleville 
included: Kelly Cleek, Tiffany 
Field, Tina Zwirkoski, Sarah 
Raymond, and Lana 
Vanagasem. Rachel Russell and 
Jamie Foote came back from 
five games down at the 3 
doubles spot to win their match 
against Belleville. “This was
one of the best matches that I 
have ever played,” said Russell 
after the victory.
In the other match versus 
McKendree College, the girls 
played a tough match but lost 5- 
4. The match came upon the 
shoulders of Lorenz with both 
teams knotted 4-4. Lorenz went 
three sets but lost the tight, 
match 6-2 in the third set. 
“Starting out the season is 
always difficult, but the girls 
played well,” said head coach 
Obie Coomer. The Tigers will 
have a chance to avenge their 
loss to McKendree on Septem­
ber 10.
The men played against a 
shorthanded Belleville team. 
The men smashed Belleville in 
all of their matches winning 7- 
0. Led by senior co-captains 
Craig Manes and Paul Dixon, 
the men’s tennis team had 
straight set victories. Other 
winners for the Tigers were 
Matt Banner, David Harding, 
Andy Gibbs, and Kent Dinius.
Playing against a 
McKendree team that made it to 
the N.A.I.A. national tourna­
ment last spring, the men were
hoping for a win. The Tigers 
lost both at one and two 
doubles, but fought back to win 
the match in singles. Manes, 
Dinius, and Randy Styles were 
victorious in singles.
The trip was not all hard 
work and tennis. The team went
to a St. Louis Cardinal’s game 
plus the infamous Ted Drews 
custard stand. “The trip was 
enjoyable and fun, plus playing 
against other colleges helped 
me gain some experience,” said 
freshman Adam Tudor.
Craig M anes does a little  warm  up dance. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by Scott Hughes)
Golf team swings with integrity
By Kelly Hayden
Sports writer
Coach Larry Watson has 
what every coach dreams of at 
the start of a season - a squad full 
of seasoned veterans. The golf 
team has a lot of depth and 
talent. “We’ve got four of our 
top five golfers from last year 
returning,”1 Watson said. “We 
look to be really strong.”
After finishing second 
just behind St. Francis in the 
conference last season, the 
Tigers are hoping to build off of 
this success. “We were in 
contention for the title all the 
through,” Watson said. “It 
came down to the conference 
tournament.”
Like last season, the 
Tigers’ main goal is to win the 
conference. After coming so 
close to tasting the title last year, 
the team is definitely hungry
and ready to pounce on the 
championship this season. “The 
chances of winning the confer­
ence is better this year because 
of experience,” Watson said.
The team has defi­
nitely found strength in num­
bers this season. Unfortunately, 
the golf team is unable to 
accommodate everyone that 
wants to play for them this 
season. The team only needs 
eight of the fourteen guys that 
want to play.
“All fourteen are in 
qualifying rounds right now to 
see who the top eight players are 
going to be,” he said. Watson 
explained that the qualifying 
rounds finish Sept. 9. The top 
eight from this playoff will fill 
the spots on the golf team’s 
roster.
Out of these eight 
players, the top five will play in 
the Tigers season opener which 
they are hosting. This match,
starting at 1:00 p.m., will be the 
student body’s only chance to 
catch the Tigers play at home. 
This group promises to be very 
exciting to watch.
Not facing a problem 
with experience, the biggest 
struggle the golf team will face 
this season will be handling the 
pressure. “I think just playing 
under pressure is a challenge in 
golf in general, but when you 
are representing a team the 
pressure is that much greater,” 
he said.
One key component to 
how the Tigers will handle the 
pressure is senior Mike Arroyo. 
Arroyo sets high standards for 
himself both on the green and in 
the classroom, shown by his 
NCCAA Academic All-Ameri­
can standing last season. “He 
has three years of experience 
playing under this kind of 
pressure,” Watson said. “He 
leads by example.”
In life, everyone faces 
situations of pressure, but how 
one handles this pressure is a 
matter of integrity. The golf 
team has proven that they can 
handle the pressure and still 
come out on top.
“I would want them 
[the student body] to know that 
these guys are a wonderful
group of men who are outstand­
ing athletes and are doing their 
best to represent themselves and 
the university in their sport,” 
Watson said.
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Olivet football prepares to write sequel to last season
By Preston Bittenbender
Sports writer
It would almost be impos­
sible to top last year’s football 
season, in which the Tigers 
enjoyed their most successful 
season to date. In 1998 the 
Tiger football team finished the 
season 11-3, and made the 
national playoffs for the first 
time in school history. The 
excitement didn’t stop there, as 
they made the incredible run tot 
he NAIA national champion­
ship. After beating Tri-State, 
the Tigers were lined up to face 
Azusa Pacific University; the 
team that cost the Tigers their 
first loss of the season.
The road to the champion­
ship was full of excitement as 
Olive seemed to improve in 
each and e.very game. The first 
game of the season proved to 
serve two functions. As an 
obvious element of foreshad­
owing it also served as a 
learning experience. The 
Tigers went on from the 
disappointing loss to Azusa, and 
rattled off seven consecutive 
wins, including a 54-28 romp­
ing of St. Ambrose, and a 
convincing 53-23 victory on the 
road against St. Xavier. Behind 
the iron curtain defense and an 
offense that averaged over 32 
points a game, the Tigers 
managed to creep into the 43rd 
annual Championship game in 
Savannah, Tennessee. In front 
of an electric crowd that had 
driven long distances to support 
the team, the Tigers played their 
hearts out, but came up short in 
a disappointing 17-14 loss in the 
final game. Disappointed, 
starting quarterback Brad Odgers 
said “When you go out, you 
don’t want to go out playing
The ONU football team kicks up its heels, anxious to start their award winning season. Althletic 
trainer Tracy Iperlaan checks on her players. (GlimmerGlass photo by Scott Hughes)
bad. I’m disappointed things 
didn’t turn out better.”
Well, this is a new year and 
the Tigers will go into next 
week with a 0-0 record, and a 
stack of expectations to live up
to. In the 1999 Mid States 
Football Association pre-sea- 
son coaches poll, Olivet re­
ceived 9 of 14 votes, placing 
them in first place to start the 
season. The opening home 
game this year for the Tigers 
will be against the team that 
handed them 2 of their 3 losses 
last season: Azuza Pacific.
The coaches aren’t the only 
ones placing expectations on the 
Tigers, but perhaps most 
expectations come from the 
Tigers themselves. Kicker 
Chad Martin expressed the 
goals that have been established 
withing the team itself. “The 
team has adopted an overall 
mind set to finish what we 
started last year. We need to 
take one game at a time and 
reach our goals from there, 
which are to win conference, 
make the playoffs, and then win
the national champion­
ship,” said Martin.
Whatever the outcome 
of this season is, the Tigers 
are primed to go the extra 
step and finish what they 
started last year. “We’ve 
got one goal, and that’s a 
national championship,” 
said junior lineman Aaron 
Lucus. With the ultimate 
goal of bringing home a 
national championship title, 
the Tigers are determined 
to work hard and reach that 
goal one win at a time.
Regardless of the ex­
pectations that have been 
placed on the players from 
outside of the team, the 
Tigers are ready to erase 
the bad taste of loss and 
begin the season fresh. 
Last year’s season was 
Olivet’s greatest year of 
football in its history. The 
Tigers are ready to replace 
that record with this year’s 
season.
Hughes)
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2 or More wows crowd
By Scott Hughes
Arts writer
When I entered 
Chalfant Hall for the Two or 
More concert, I was truly 
shocked and in total amaze­
ment. No, there was no 
elaborate light show errati­
cally spewing floodlights 
around the room. There wasn’ t 
a huge mosh pit with a herd of 
wild groupies flinging them­
selves at one another. I 
couldn’t even see a huge 
speaker system set up, with the 
sole intent of eliminating the 
limited hearing which my 
roommate hasn’t destroyed. 
None of these things were in 
the room. In fact, as I looked 
around, I didn’t see anything, 
or anyone for that matter. 
There were just a lot of empty . 
chairs.
Not one person had 
shown up, yet. Being the dork 
that I am, with little else to do,
I had decided to 
arrive 25 minutes 
early, I got what I
deserved. I sat alone 
in that big hall for 
ten minutes. The 
performers moved from 
the stage to the 
floor. I was stuck in 
the first row, not 
even four feet from 
the performers. My 
plan to sneak out 
early for a quick game 
of euchre was in­
stantly foiled. By 
the end of the night,
I was glad that my 
plans had changed.
Two or More is a 
Nashville based praise and 
worship band comprised of 
three brothers. Renatto Aguas 
performs vocals, Eddie Aguas 
plays the guitar, and Walter 
Aguas plays the bongos. The 
trio had originally played in a 
secular rock band, before they 
became Christians. After then- 
conversion into Christian mu­
sic, they drifted away from 
rock and went towards praise 
and worship. At the urging of 
their record company, the
group tried to return to then- 
rock and roll style. This 
however, was not what God 
had called them to do. They 
have returned to their praise 
and worship style, and they 
continue to inspire audiences 
of all sizes.
The concert that was 
held on Friday, August 27 was 
really awesome. I am not a real 
big fan of the whole concert 
scene. In fact, I really have not 
liked most of the concerts that 
I have gone to. This concert 
was different, it had a nice 
light tone, it wasn’t too long, 
and the message that the group 
wanted to convey was loud 
and clear.
According to Renatto, 
the group simply wants 
“people to call on the Lord for 
salvation.”
That is the only goal 
of Two or More. This message 
was masterfully told through 
both song and speech. It was a 
very sincere message that
grasped everyone’s attention.
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Two Or More’s new release “Walking On the Water.”
1. Heaven Out of Sight 7. Forefathers
2. Know that I Love You 8. Your Will Be
3. Walking On the Water Done
4. Holehearted 9. The Reign Is
5. I’ll be Thankful Over
6. Awaken Me 10. They Will
Know Us by 
Our Love
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Dr. Jeff Bell (Photo courtesy of Aurora)
For whom the ‘Bell’ tolls...
By Scott Roberts
Arts writer
After 27 years of 
direction from Dr. George 
Dunbar, Orpheus begins a new 
era. Dr. Jeff Bell is the new. 
Orpheus Choir director and 
plans to keep things running. 
He says he is “very excited” 
about taking over the seventy 
members of the choir.
According to Profes­
sor Bell the transition from 
Prof. Dunbar to him has gone 
very smooth. This is in mainly 
due to the fact Dr. Dunbar spent 
ample time aquainting the 
members of the choir to their 
soon-to-to-be-director. Dr. 
Bell also commented that he has 
developed relationships with 
the choir members. This also 
helped with the transition.
Prof. Bell is a three 
year veteran of Olivet’s faculty. 
His many duties as a professor 
involves two fine arts classes at
8:30 and 11:00 on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday and 
directing the Olivet Orchestra, 
Choral Union. Bell also has 
about a dozen voice students 
and is the head of the senior 
seminar.
Though Orpheus is 
under new direction, this year 
will be no walk in the park. It’s 
business as usual. The 
performances they will be 
giving this year will include 
singing at a praise gathering in
Chicago. They will also be 
performing with the Kankakee 
Symphony Orchestra in De­
cember and are planning a trip 
to Scotland and England in May 
after school gets out.
Prof. Bell and the 
Orpheus Choir are looking 
forward to a wonderful year 
serving Christ and the commu­
nity through their numerous 
performances. Come and sup­
port them as they get ready for 
a challenging year._______
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Hollywood comes to Heartland
Arts & Entertainment 17
Who says nothing ever 
happens in Kankakee? The 
answer is, obviously, anyone 
who spends any time in 
Kankakee. That was not the 
case this summer. The land of 
“Amber Waves of Grain” 
became the center of a movie 
production.
SimmComm, a local 
production company, tackled 
the task of filming Maddance 
with the assistance of the 
community, acting veterans, 
and local talent (including an 
Olivet Alumnus). “This project 
was a lot of fun,’’said Tim 
Strawser, a 1999 graduate of 
Olivet. “It was nice to involve 
the area in such a unique 
project. It was better than going 
all the way out to L.A.” 
Strawser plays Officer Powers, 
a police officer in the film
The movie also fea­
tures a Kankakee
native, Kara Zediker. 
She plays Suzanne
Carter, the films 
leading lady. Zediker
is .originally from
this area, but has 
since moves to C ali­
fornia. She is a re­
occuring character in 
the Hercules televi-
Mike Johnson 
Arts editor
sion series.
The script, about a man 
suffering from the mid-life 
blues daydreams of an encoun­
ter with the mafia, was written 
by James Riorden, directed by 
Riorden, and stars Riorden as 
Ray Krytilla, the bored day- 
dreamer. Riorden is not foreign 
to writing or directing. He is the 
author of Oliver Stone’s autho­
rized biography “Stone: The 
Contraversies, Excesses, and 
Expliots of a Radical Film­
maker.”
Many details about the 
movie are still to be discovered 
or not permitted to leave the set. 
Details such as the length or 
release date are still up for 
debate. “The main scenes are 
completed. They were done 
this summer,” said Strawser, 
“There are some smaller clips to 
shoot. It’s all up in the air.”
The company is up 
against a deadline, however. 
SimmComm’s goal is to submit 
a thirty minute trailer (a trailer
is a preview of a film) of the 
movie to the Sundance Film 
Festival in late January. Their 
hopes at the festival are to have 
the film be picked up by another 
producer, completed and dis­
tributed. Sundance is known 
being the birthplace of movies 
such as Clerks, Reservoir Dogs 
and Shine. The festival has also 
famed many directors such as 
Quentin Tarantino, Robert 
Rodriguez and Kevin Smith. 
The same fame is the hope for 
this film.
Tim Strawser is not the 
first Olivet Alumnus to be 
featured in an independent film 
Naomi Ashley, a 1996 graduate 
was featured in a film
Naomi played a come­
dian involved in a comedy 
group which makes it to the top.
Unfortunately, this film 
will probably not be featured at 
the local theater any time soon. 
That fact depends on the 
Sundance Film Festival or 
another money source. It’s the 
same story with Ashley’s film 
So far, no producer has picked it 
up.
Independent films do 
succeed now and then, how­
ever. If you are interested in 
viewing this genre of film, 
video stores and theatres feature 
them from time to time.
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Ben Affleck and Sandra Bullock are travel companions in “Forces of 
Nature.” (Photo courtesy o f Yahoo! Movies website)
By Mike Johnson 
Arts editor
September 7th:
+The Other Sister 
(Juliette Lewis, Diane Keaton) 
Carla Tate (Lewis) is a 
mentally disabled woman who 
escapes the overbearing clutches 
of her mother (Keaton) all'in 
the name of love. Drama/Com­
edy PG-13
+Twin Dragons 
(Jackie Chan)
This features your stan­
dard Jackie Chan lightning fast 
action tainted by a weak plot. 
Chan plays twin brothers 
seperated at birth only to reunite 
and beat some bad guys. (I hope 
you can follow this one.) Ac­
tion PG-13
September 14th:
+Forces o f Nature 
(Sandra Bullock, Ben Affleck) 
Affleck’s plans to 
marry are derailed by the 
overly-eccentricBullock. A 
roadtrip for the heart or “Planes, 
Tranes, and Automobiles” fea­
turing a couple of hotties? Ro­
mantic Comedy PG-13
+Prince o f Egypt 
(Val Kilmer, Jeff Goldbloom) 
Batman as Moses? 
Works for me. The story of the 
deliverer of Isreal... and then 
some. Animation PG
Informaton courtesy of 
FamilyVideo.com & Yahoo! 
Movies website.
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Dave explores world o f wood ticks
By Dave Barry 
T ribune M e d ia  Serv ices
I have received some impor­
tant information via a letter from 
Claire Nordstrum, 13, a student in 
Wisconsin (state motto: “Moo”). 
Claire states that her science teacher 
told the class that “it’s a proven fact 
that on average a person eats six 
spiders in a year.” Another science 
fact this teacher revealed, according 
to Claire, is that “wood ticks breathe 
through their rear ends.”
This sounds logical to me, 
since if a wood tick had its whole 
head burrowed into your body, it 
wouldn’t be able to breathe through 
its face (assuming ticks have faces) 
unless it was wearing some kind of 
tiny snorkel, which is unlikely, 
although I think we all have to agree 
that “The Wood Tick Snorkels” 
would be an excellent name for a 
rock band.
So if  Claire’s teacher is 
correct about the wood ticks, it stands 
to reason that he is also correct about 
the average human eating six spiders 
a year, although I honestly can’t 
remember ever deliberately eating a 
single one, even in college. I have 
asked around among my associates, 
and although some of them admitted 
that they have eaten crabs —  which 
are biologically  classified as 
“arthropods,” which means “the" 
same thing as spiders” —  nobody 
could remember eating a spider per 
se.
One possible explanation for 
this discrepancy is that, while most of 
us do not eat spiders, a few people —  
and here I am thinking of Martha 
Stewart—  gobble them by the 
handful, thereby raising the national 
average. But the more likely 
explanation is that spiders are 
sneaking into our food supply. We 
have observed this type of behavior 
in certain other types of animals, 
specifically frogs. If you are a regular 
reader of this column and have been 
taking your medication, you no 
doubt recall my reports on the 
following documented incidents:
—  In 1993, a New Hampshire 
consumer found a deceased frog
baked onto a pretzel.
—  In 1995, a West Virginia 
consumer found a deceased frog in a 
frozen
chicken Cantonese dinner.
—  Later in 1995, a consumer at a 
Mexican restaurant in California 
found a deceased frog in a taco.
In journalism terms, the first 
incident constituted what we call an 
“outbreak” of frogs showing up in 
food. With the second incident, it 
became a “rash”; and with the third, 
it officially became a “wave.” I 
regret to report that we now have to 
upgrade it to the status of “epi­
demic,” because of a news item, sent 
in by alert reader Bill Starr, from the 
front page of the Feb. 12, 1997, 
edition of The Brazil (Ind.) Times, a 
newspaper that claims, cryptically, 
to have served Clay County for 
“over 108” years.
This item concerns a man 
who was putting some sauce on a 
Taco Bell double-decker taco, when 
he saw something sticking out. He 
pulled on the thing, and discovered, 
to his shock, that it was —  you
guessed it —  a deceased frog, which 
was taken into custody by the 
Indiana State Board of Health, which 
I imagine will assign it a public 
defender who will have it filing 
appeals at the taxpayers’ expense for 
decades. But the point is: For every 
frog that is apprehended by the 
authorities, hundreds, perhaps thou­
sands, escape detection and are 
eaten by consumers such as 
yourself. And it is entirely possible 
that if  you were to open up the 
stomachs of those frogs, you would 
find that a certain percentage —  let 
us say 85 —  contain spiders. Thus 
the scientific
conclusion we must come to is: You 
eat spiders. Accept it! Look yourself 
in the mirror and say: “I am a spider- 
eater! No different from Martha 
Stewart!”
You need not be alarmed 
about this. In the words of the 
American Medical Association: “It is 
perfectly safe to eat spiders, unless of 
course one of them is a pregnant 
female, in which case you will 
become a giant buffet for several 
thousand hungry baby spiders 
looking to chow down on your 
pancreas.”
So don’t worry! Go ahead 
and enjoy your favorite dish! Unless 
your favorite dish is squirrel brains. I 
say this in light of an Associated 
Press report, sent in-by hundreds of 
alert readers, concerning two Ken­
tucky doctors who wrote a medical- 
journal article warning that eating 
squirrel brains —  which are consid­
ered a delicacy in parts of Kentucky 
—  can be
dangerous, because the squirrels 
might be carrying a form of mad- 
cow disease.
The AP report states that 
“cooked squirrel brain is about the 
size of a ping-pong ball and is said to 
taste something like liver, only 
mushy.” It further states that 
Kentucky hunters kill and eat 1.5 
million squirrels per year, and that 
some people also cook road kill 
squirrels, which is alarming because 
“a crazed squirrel may be more 
likely to dash into traffic and get 
killed.” This report raises some 
troubling questions, including:
1. Since when do squirrels have 
brains?
2. Have squirrels and cows been 
mating? How?
3. Doesn’t a person who eats 
road kill rodent organs pretty much 
deserve
to die?
4. What percentage of these 
squirrels have recently eaten frogs?
I think Oprah should do a show on 
this important topic and get slapped 
with a huge lawsuit by the Kentucky 
Squirrel Ranchers Association.
Because we are talking 
about the public health here; we 
cannot just ignore it and burrow our 
heads into the sand. But if we do, we 
should remember to breathe like 
wood ticks.
(Dave Barry is a humor 
columnist for the Miami Herald. 
Write to him c/o
Tropic Magazine, The Miami 
Herald, One Herald Plaza, Miami 
FL 33132.)
Building your children's future just got easier.
Now, thanks to the U.S. Treasury's new EasySaver Plan for U.S. 
| | | §ijl|  Savings Bonds, you just sign up once and automatically
purchase U.S. Savings Bonds from your checking or savings 
account. You simply select the amount, the recipient, and the 
purchase dates. EasySaver is a safe 
and easy way to build their savings. Now, if 
only raising kids was as easy.
Order  ^
your FREE 
FnsySm er 
hrorhiwe ¿c 
enrollm ent 
form iodnv
S a tin e  A doiicyjust G ot Easier 
www.easysaver.gov
IKeHCode 010)
A public service of this publication
THE U S. SAVINGS BONDS
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The basic fee for this wonderful excursion will cover:
'9 nights and 12 days (4 days in Galilee, 5 nights in 
Jerusalem): Galilee, the Jordon River region,
Jerusalem and Bethlehem-retracing the steps of our 
Lord Jesus Christ.
~ Round trip air fare from Chicago to Tel Aviv,
Israel
D eluxe hotel accommodations and two meals a 
day are included
"All tips, gratuities and taxes are included (except 
one tip for tour bus driver)
"Guides who are Faculty of Jerusalem Center for 
Biblical Studies will make the land come alive and give 
lectures about archaeology, geography, history, culture 
and Jewish studies.
D a ily  tour transportation on the best 
air-conditioned coaches
"Three hours New Testament college credit available 
(some additional work required)
"And much, much more
ARMY ROTC SALUTES 
OUR
S m O L A M S l l l F  W I M M E R S .
E very  y e a r  Army 
ROTC awards thousands 
of m erit-based scholar­
ships to qualified students 
around the country and 
ricjht here  in your school. 
These scholarships 
pay most tuition, sis
well as books, lab fees 
and an allowance up to 
$1500/year. But more than 
that, Army ROTO is one 
course that develops your 
leadership abilities and 
confidence, qualities 
that lead  to success.
ARMY ROTC
THE SM ARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Academic Affairs or call 
928-5496
Don't just sit there, Okay just sit there, 
but write something.
writers contact the G lim m erfe  at ext 5315 or email hstrous
